[Kinetic model of the effect of dehydration on electron transfer from membrane-bound cytochrome c to the photosynthetic reaction center].
Amplitude characteristics and kinetics of laser-induced oxidation of high-potential cytochrome CH by a photosynthetic reaction center (RC) were investigated in Ectothiorhodospira shaposhnikovii chromatophore preparations of various humidity. It is shown that the diminuition of the amount of oxidized cytochrome and the decrease of the rate of the reaction on lowering the preparation humidity can be explained in terms of the concept of conformation-controlled electron transfer within the CH-RC complex. A model is suggested which predicts that the reversible transition of the complex from one conformational state which allows electron transfer ("contact" state) to the other in which the transfer is impossible ("non-contact" state) is the result of drying (or low temperature) induced changes in the electron tunnelling path in the region of "contact" of the cytochrome CH and RC protein globules.